Annotated adaptations of the best in world literature for today's children. In this captivating retelling of this ancient yet timeless tale of war, jealousy, loyalty, and love, author Adrian Mitchell and illustrator Stuart Robertson capture all the excitement, mystery, and sheer power of Homer's original epic. Accompanying fact boxes put the poem in clear context, with abundant information on the Trojan War, Greek mythology, and Homer's impact on world culture. Dorling Kindersley Classics presents classic works of literature, richly retold. Additional information on period, setting, and author adds depth to these retellings. The beautiful illustrations are complemented by new photography, prints, diagrams, maps, and other documents.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
I bought both DK Classics: The Odyssey and Tales From the Odyssey CD collection by Mary Pope Osborne, and found both to be a really good and complimentary introduction to Homer's epic. The CD allows us to appreciate the epic in its original oral tradition format and DK classic version captures Homer's beautiful, rich and eerie world in a visual form. Our family including our second grader thoroughly enjoyed both in its entirety.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
DK Classics: The Odyssey (DK Classics) by Homer - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!